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The Global Obesity Epidemic
• About 2.1 billion people – nearly 30% of
the population of the planet – are
overweight or obese
• Worldwide childhood obesity has more
than doubled and quadrupled in
adolescents in the past 30 years

Introduction
‘If people let the government decide
what foods they eat and
what medicines they take,
their bodies will soon be
in a sorry state as are the souls
who live under tyranny.’

Who am I?

Thomas Jefferson
(President of The USA: 1743-1826)

Malta and Obesity

Weightdrops

• Malta is in the top 5 obese countries
• Malta has the highest percentage of
overweight or obese schoolchildren aged 711 in Europe

No other weight loss program brings such a
fast weight loss, without hunger and with a
sense of cheerfulness and fitness
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The Origin of the Weightdrops
Treatment Program
• The dr. Simeons HCG protocol is still on the market
and widely used for weight loss, especially in the USA
This protocol is also called ‘the cure’)
• The ‘cure’ was brought to the Netherlands in the
sixties by Doctor F.L.L.M. Merckelbach
• The Weightdrops treatment program using W8drops
instead of HCG is just as or even more effective

The Weightdrops Treatment
Program is not a Diet!
• Starting with the W8drops treatment
program means that one decides, right at
that moment, to never go on a diet again
• This decision will add to health and
longevity

There are no limitations
to the mind
Except those we acknowledge

Napoleon Hill

‘If you stick to the guidelines, we guarantee a lasting result’

Some Facts about Weightdrops
• W8drops nutritional guidelines and the protocols are
precisely the same as in the HCG Simeons Cure.
• W8drops has proven to powerfully support fat burning in
the abdomen and thigh area resulting in losing pounds and
inches.
• W8drops is applied as sub-lingual drops – 4 after waking up
in the morning and 4 before going to sleep at night – a
total of eight (8) drops daily.
• Obesity is the leading cause of cardiovascular disease, high
cholesterol, cancer, diabetes and infertility.
It is considered a serious health hazard and the Dutch
cancer society does consider it as the number one cause of
early death.

A well-balanced lifestyle should be the goal
for any responsible weightloss program:
A combination of
healthy eating,
exercise and

The Weightdrops Treatment
Program in 3 Easy Steps
1. Losing weight
2. Stabilizing your weight
3. Staying healthy and vital
for life

stress management.
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The Weightdrops Treatment
Program in a Nuttshell
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

500 kcal daily
Nutricious and delicious meals
Moderate exercise
No hunger
Loss of fat instead of water
Fast weightloss
Fast results

Results

Testimonials

The results with my clients are amazing.
Here are some before and after pictures.

The story of Nans P: -55 pounds in 4 months;
I couldn’t lose any weight before combining
this program with treating my thyroid
problem (2010)
The story of Maarten-Jan W: -60 pounds in
40 days; you have to organize yourself to
maintain this (2006)

End of Presentation
Or the start of a new approach
to Weightmanagement
for Malta?
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